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The floor is the foundation of a room and its decorating 

scheme—and choices are many. A quick review of floors 

and floorcoverings may nudge old-house owners past 

thinking that an oriental carpet laid on hardwood is the 

historical holy grail. All sorts of flooring, carpet, and 

coverings still work today, and some even look edgy. 

Many of these materials take cues from the past, in 

appearance or method of manufacture, but they can be 

used in a new context. Most traditional floorcoverings  

are durable and long-lasting.  B Y  PAT R I C I A  P O O R E

What’s on the floor?
The finish flooring itself is a 

consideration as something 

that can be replaced. Then 

come decisions about 

coverings—from a painted 

floorcloth to Venetian carpet 

or an Arts & Crafts rug. 

BEYOND HARDWOOD  &  BROADLOOM
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FLAT-WEAVES:
INGRAIN, VENETIAN  

More affordable than pile carpets, 
these flat, reversible types were 
woven in widths from 27 to 42 
inches. By the 1760s, striped 

Venetian carpet was used 
on staircases.

Striped Venetian carpet 
dates to the 18th century 
but can look modern and 
graphic; this is ‘Hamilton’ 

from Woodard Weave, 
in an interior by 

Marie-Christine Design.  
opposite (left) Custom-

floorcloth maker Ariel Grace 
Design goes far beyond 
the geometrics of early 

floorcloths, to Victorian-
era Aesthetic Movement 

designs like ‘Graves’, which 
was adapted from an 1889 
wallpaper ceiling pattern. 

• (right) Small rugs are 
scattered over the parquet 

floor in a historic apartment 
decorated as it might have 

looked in the 1880s.
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ABOUT RESILIENT FLOORS
Linoleum, cork, vinyl, and rubber flooring are durable, easy to clean, 

and soft underfoot. You can get almost any look, from monotone 

naturalism to graphic tile patterns and retro designs. Cork is 

comfortable to walk on, anti-allergenic, insect- and fire-resistant, and 

sound-dampening. Vinyl, familiar from mid-20th-century homes, is 

evolving into more bio-friendly and durable products. Slip-resistant 

rubber is pvc-free and has antimicrobial and antifungal properties. 

Like linoleum and vinyl, it lends itself to pattern design. 

•	axminster	Thick, tufted, 
cut-pile rug imitating Turk-
ish carpets, usually with 
ovals and cartouches. 
•	broadloom Literally, car-
pet woven on a wide loom 
(invented 1877). Generally 
it’s a tufted carpet that will 
be installed wall to wall.
•	brussels A looped (uncut-
pile) carpet type loomed 
in 27-inch strips that are 
sewn together during 
installation. 

•	drugget A coarse, plain 
wool floorcovering used 
under the dining-room 
table or over an expensive 
carpet for protection.
•	flat-weave	(-woven) A 
loom-woven carpet without 
tufts or pile, including 
ingrains and kilims.
•	floorcloth The 18th-
century precursor to 
linoleum, a canvas-based, 
decoratively painted and 
varnished covering. 

•	ingrain Aka Scotch or 
Kidderminster, a flat, 
reversible carpet, more 
affordable than pile car-
pets, generally loomed in 
36-inch-wide strips. Geo-
metric block designs were 
common in early rugs, 
but later ingrain designs 
include florals and figures. 
•	linoleum A resilient floor-
ing and countertop mate-
rial traditionally made from 
linseed oil, ground cork or 

sawdust, rosins, pigments, 
with a burlap backing.
•	pile Carpet with a 
face formed by uncut or 
cut loops of yarn. Once 
mass-produced in the late 
19th century, pile carpets 
superseded flat-weaves.
•	resilient Firm, durable 
flooring with “give” in the 
surface, such as cork, 
linoleum, and vinyl.
•	matting Floorcovering 
made from grassy fibers 

like straw, hemp, jute, or 
rush. Used under expen-
sive carpeting, as summer 
covering when wool rugs 
were stored, or year-round. 
•	vct	Vinyl composition tile.
•	venetian	Affordable, flat, 
reversible carpet, woven in 
widths from 27 to 42 inches 
Most have striped patterns.
•	wilton	A traditional, cut-
pile carpet loomed in strips 
that are sewn together 
when used wall to wall.

FLOORCOVERINGS lexicon

LINOLEUM  
IS HISTORICAL
Made of natural materials  

(not vinyl) and dating to the 1860s, 
true linoleum is still sold in sheets, 

tiles, and as modular, glue-free 
installations. Manufacturers 

 include Forbo and 
Armstrong. 
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Artist Laurie Crogan 
(inlayfloors.com) uses real 

linoleum and other resilient 
floorings to create unique 

cut and inlaid designs. 
Shown here is a Craftsman-
inspired design, and a detail 

of a botanical inlay over a 
checkerboard (inset).
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 To open your mind,  take a stroll through history rather than 
spending a morning at a showroom. The photos here point to the 
variety of flooring materials available, and also confirm the deco-
rating importance of the floor. Take, for example, English geomet-
ric and encaustic tiles. These unique and practical tiles reappeared 
during the 1980s Victorian Revival. Encaustics are a medieval-pe-
riod tile whose manufacture was rediscovered in England during 

the 19th-century art movements. Besides their use in restoration today, 
geometrics and encaustics can be used, in an endless number of tile pat-
terns, for newer houses. They’re especially handsome when paired with 
English Tudor or Arts & Crafts influences.

Painted floors are associated with early American and country 
houses. Their strong geometric and faux-marble effects, though, are 
sophisticated enough for a 20th-century Colonial Revival entry hall. 
Floors painted with trompe l’oeil effects recently have become popular in 
personalized new interiors, though the idea dates back centuries.

Wood flooring by itself offers hundreds of options, given different 
species of wood, reclaimed and new stock, varying widths and joinery 

< left (clockwise from far left) Two 
Ariel Grace Design floorcloths are shown 
in a converted firehouse: ‘Greek Key’ 
with Rich Gold, and ‘Maple Leaf’. Detail 
of the ‘Greek Key’ design with its fleur-
de-lis motif. Detail of ‘Greek Windmill’ in 
French Blue. A corner of the ‘Maple Leaf’ 
border pattern in black, ochre, and gold.

floor 
CLOTHS
Because they are durable, insect-
resistant, easily cleaned, and can 
be repainted, floorcloths were 
popular in Colonial-era entryways, 
stairhalls, even parlors, and as 
crumb-cloths under dining tables.  
   By the mid-1700s, floorboards 
and floorcloths were painted to 
look like geometric marble and 
tile floors, wood parquet, and even 
the intricately patterned “Turkey” 
designs seen in Wilton and Brus-
sels carpets. In the 19th century, 
when they were called oilcloths, 
they found their way onto kitchen 
floors and tables.
    Use wasn’t limited to modest 
households or to modest rooms in 
wealthy homes. A manufactured 
and imported room-size, block-
printed and bordered floorcloth 
could cost as much as carpeting, 
but the fact that floorcloths could 
be made locally or at home meant 
they were widely available.
    Cotton, linen, or jute canvas 
layered with six to seven layers of 
paint, floorcloths were originally 
decorated freehand. By the 1750s, 
English manufacturers were using 
as many as 15 wooden printing 
blocks to stamp specially woven 
seamless canvas measuring up to 
113 yards long by eight yards wide. 
In the latter 1700s, stenciling 
came into use. 
                        —Gladys Montgomery
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options, inlays and parquetry, and finishes. Though you 
won’t find all such options at a big-box store, suppliers are 
not hard to locate. Some wood flooring, such as parquet 
borders and wide pine, are closely associated with a specific 
era. Others are more generic (hardwood tongue-and-groove, 
say), or easily adapted to new use.

Slate, stone, and tile are no-nonsense surfaces for foyer, 
sunroom, or bath. Resilient materials—especially linoleum, 
cork, and vct—are comfortable and durable in kitchens and 
playrooms. 

As for coverings, there’s a world beyond broadloom, 
area rugs, and antique orientals. Grass matting (made from 
straw, hemp, jute, or rush) was used in almost every period, 
either as an underlayment, a summer floorcovering, or over 
expensive carpet for protection; it’s easy to find plain and 
patterned versions now. Rag, hooked, and braided rugs are 
still around and very affordable. Flat-weave rugs, colorful 
and reversible, date to the 18th century yet look bold and 
modern. Loomed rugs are available in historical and con-
temporary patterns, to be installed wall to wall. Rugs, both 
hand-knotted and machine-made, are sold in all the tradi-
tional patterns as well as Arts & Crafts-era designs. Floor-
cloths, once an Early American staple, are being painted in 
Aesthetic Movement and Craftsman motifs.

left A reclaimed-wood 
floor from Chestnut 
Specialties underpins the 
design of a modern farm-
house in rural Connecti-
cut, by Albert, Righter  
& Tittmann Architects. 
top The deep, rich 
mosaic floor by Motawi 
Tileworks recalls those 
in grand houses of the 
1920s. right English 
encaustic and geometric 
tiles were popular in 
urban vestibules during 
the Victorian period.  
below High style for 
an 1803 Federal house 
includes Brussels carpet 
laid wall to wall.

FLOORING
DECISIONS

 More so than carpet or even lino-
leum, wood flooring, tile, and stone 
become a semi-permanent part of 
the room. But they can replace a 

previous finish material. Con-
sider the floors early in a 

renovation. 
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the painted floor
Paint adds color and lets the homeowner 
tie the floor into an overall decorative 
scheme. For solid colors, brown-red, 
grey, brown, and various greens have 
always been popular. Yellow ochre was a 
favorite for masking dust and pollen. Pale 
blue and white occasionally were used in 
New England during the late 1700s. 
    The most valued painted floors are the 
decorative ones—dating from the mid-
1700s through the mid-19th century. The 
painting might be freehand or stenciled, 
often in imitation of carpet designs. With-
in decorative borders, the middle might 
be embellished with geometric diamond 
patterns, floral motifs, a chevron design, 
or a checkerboard. Landscape and ani-
mal motifs as well as flower-petal, heart, 
or oak-leaf designs were used. Design 
often correlated with the style of the 
day: urns and swags during the Federal 
era, for example. The marbleized floor 
of the 19th century had painted geomet-
ric blocks in white, black, and/or grey 
“veined” to mimic marble. The treatment 
was popular for entry halls.  
    Today’s revival of painted floors has 
artists creating unique designs that in-
clude faux stone and wood-parquet 
patterns, faux carpets, plaid effects, 
“inlaid” compass roses, and the ever-
popular checkerboard.

Decorative painting 
may add vibrant color, or approximate 
the look of multiple wood species. It can 
follow historical precedent or be modern; 
it might be a border or an all-over design.

above A plaid-painted 
floor adds even more 
charm to a blue-and-
white breakfast nook 
designed by Bailey Quin 
McCarthy. left The 
hand-painted wood floor 
by Ariana Hoffman & 
Co. is done in a modern 
black and metallic-gold, 
square grid pattern 
reminiscent of Greek 
key designs.  A project 
for Alexis Varbero of 
Schwartz Design Show-
rooms, the floor is in the 
entry of a 1917 house in 
South Orange. N.J. 


